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What is femicide? Feminicide?

Femicide is the murder of women by men. The term is directly connected 
to genocide, where the goal is to exterminate and destroy a particular 
group of people—dominating that group through oppression.

Feminicide is a term that addresses the political side of the issue. It 
addresses the impunity, silence, and the judicial system created by the 
government—who allow and encourage femicide to occur 
with no punishment.



Where is this happening?

Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua
located across the border from El paso, texas



Who are the victims? 

The victims of these murders are poor, dark-skinned, long-haired, slim 
young women who are usually maquiladora workers or students.

The first reported femicide act was in 1993 — Ana Maria GIl Bravo. 

Since 1993, it is stated that there have been over 500 women murdered 
in Juárez. With many still missing whose bodies haven’t been recovered.



Who is killing these women? 

The cases of these murdered women still remain unsolved. it is highly 
probable that there are organized group of killers, such as gangs, 
drug cartels, and “copy-cats” that take advantage of the current 
situation.

in the end, even the authorities, local government, and mexican 
government cannot be trusted.



Government ’s Involvement? 

“Being a woman and being poor is to be invisible, especially in the eyes of 
the mexican authorities.”

blame victims for their own fate.

Authorities have not been involved in investigating the crimes.

Police and political people are easily corrubtable.



Community Organizations

Many organizations have arisen out of the dissapearances and murders 
of women. Many of these are founded by the mothers of the victims—who 
seek justice for the murders of their daughters and also seek change 
in Juárez. 

“nuestras hijas de regreso a casa”
“Justicia para nuestras hijas”



Community Organizations



International Awareness / Global Efforts

The united Nations and amnesty international have been the key 
organizations in following the cases of femicide in ciudad juárez.

both express that what happens in juárez is...”a model of intolerable 
government negligence.”

march against femicide in 
sydney, australia



Design / Art  / Documentaries / Spoken Word

Designers and artists have been able to acquire local, national, and 
international attention to the issue through their works. They have 
created mytholigies that demand justice, reject violence, and empower 
women to strive for change in their society.

A group of Graphic designers from mexico city were the first to express 
their concerns and demand justice through their works. they invited 
collegues from around mexico to do the same. Posters were designed 
around the slogan “the women of juárez demand justice.”



Design / Art  / Documentaries / Spoken Word

www.politicalgraphics.com



Design / Art  / Documentaries / Spoken Word

www.politicalgraphics.com



Design / Art  / Documentaries / Spoken Word

Favianna rodriguez: 

“...most have favored depictions of mutilated body parts to 
emphasize the seriousness of the crimes...I instead created a 
piece that addressed other aspects of the issue...”



Design / Art  / Documentaries / Spoken Word

tamsyn challenger: 

400 women— installation that brought together 200 artists 
internationally. each artist was assigned a femicide victim 
that they had to represent through their art. 



Design / Art  / Documentaries / Spoken Word

Documentaries about the Juárez murders have been successful in 
raising awareness around the globe. Documentaries such as Señorita 
Extraviada by Lourdes portillo and Juárez: a city where women are 
disposable by alex flores and lorena vassolo provide interviews by the 
families of the victims, forensic specialists, and activists. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YneQHTPcg2M
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z2htYXStfMw



Design / Art  / Documentaries / Spoken Word

other forms of expression have emerged, such as spoken word, that can also 
be influential to raising awareness about numerous social justice issues. 

Amalia ortiz:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dWJjPDe2pWk&feature=related 



In Conclusion, 

Although the murder of these women of juárez remain unsolved, design and 
art—in all of its forms—has become a tool in which community members, 
activists, designers, artists, and filmmakers have been able to raise 
awareness on all levels about the issue of femicide. 

I believe that we should be in solidarity with the families and friends 
of the murdered women of juárez. The rise in international awareness 
could possibly lead to the investigation of the murders by an outside 
organization  and the implementation of justice towards women in Mexico.




